
Exam1 
  

1-Read the passage and answer the questions:                            "10 marks" 

           

before 1952 AD, there was no Saudi paper money. People used coins. In 1952, the 
government introduced the first paper money, called pilgrim's certificates . The first 
banknote appeared in 1961. The newest ones- which we use today, came out in 1984. 
There are eight notes in the new set. Everybody like to use paper money because they are 
easier to carry than coins. 

1-     What was the name of the first paper money in Saudi Arabia? 

……………………………………………………………………. 

2-     When did the first banknote appear? 

…………………………………………………………………….. 

3-     How many notes are there in the new set? 

…………………………………………………………………….. 

4-     Why do you think everybody wanted to use paper money? 

……………………………………………………………………… 

5-     Coins are made of ( banknote – metal ) 

  

2-Complete the dialogue :                                                " 3 marks " 

  

Mr. Saleh built a house in Kuwait. Mr. Al-Ali is interviewing him about it. 

Mr. Al-Ali    :………………………………………………………………? 

Mr. Saleh     : We built it in Kuwait. 

Mr. Al-Ali    :……………………………………………………………….? 

Mr. Saleh     : We took three months. 

Mr. Al-Ali    : Did it have a lot of furniture? 

Mr. Saleh     :……………………………………………………………….. 



  

3- Write a paragraph about one of the following:                        "6 marks" 

  

1-Your friend.                                    2-Schools in Saudi Arabia 

  

4- Do as shown in brackets :                                                     "5 marks" 

  

1- Thousands of years ago, people ( live ) in caves .                   "Correct" 

………………………………………………………………………………… 

2- I ( will go – going – went ) to Makkah tomorrow.                   "Choose" 

  

3-You should do your homework early.                           "Use : had better " 

……………………………………………………………………………….. 

4-Naser bought a new computer last week.                       "Use : did not" 

……………………………………………………………………………….. 

5- A horse is an animal ( who – where – which ) carries people.      "Choose" 

  

5- Fill in the spaces :                                                                 "10 mrks" 

  

             interviewer –  studio  –  currency – fewer – less -  protect 

  

1- There are big cameras in that TV ……………………………………. 

  

2- Ahmad has …………………………  food  than Sami . 

  



3- Parents ………………………………..  their children from danger . 

  

4- Dollars ,  pounds and riyals  are all ………………………………… 

  

5- A man who interviews people is an ……………………………………. 

6- Supply the missing letters :                                                    "4 marks" 

sch_ol         go_d           program_e             chil_ren 

7-Write these sentences correctly:                                              "2 marks" 

  

1.     from / Where / Nasser / come / does ? 

………………………………………………………………………… 

2.     34 / is / He / old  / years  . 

…………………………………………………………………………. 

3.     night / homework /I / every / do / my . 

…………………………………………………………………………. 

4.     here / it / nice /is / be / to . 

 


